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Reviewer's report:

The papers review risk factors for malnutrition-inflammation (or protein-energy wasting, PEW) in a Palestine population. It affirms established risk factors, such as age, multiple medical illnesses (or presence of multiple medications needed), social isolation, etc. as risk factors for PEW. Certain other risk factors, such as the presence of residual renal function (albeit long dialysis vintage is the surrogate potentially for such) or total weekly dialysis time are not explored and potential weaknesses of the study. The paper would definitively needs some shortening - may be some in Introduction, and the Discussion is definitively too long, written up somewhat haphazardly... the Authors need to carefully think trough as what they think the key finding of their study and write up a succinct summary on how these finding add or reflect on teh existing literature. Avoid repetitions.

The statistical part is not sufficiently well described - should described exactly what they have done (e.g., univariate correlations) - current description of stats very "generic", insufficiently describe what they actually have done.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?  
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?  
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?  
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Yes
Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?

If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

**Quality of written English**

Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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